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I. TEMPORAL CHANGES IN SPIN LIFETIME
AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

We note that the room temperature TRKR signal of
sample M1 seen in Fig. 1(b) of the main manuscript
did not decrease continuously with each successive mea-
surement, but rather decreased and increased without
discernible pattern. As such kind of change in device
properties may be explained by different kind of adsor-
bates on top of the flake, we tried to keep the vacuum
conditions for each of our measurements as reproducible
as possible. Unfortunately, the two-dimensional nature of
the TMD flake demands technological requirements that
are beyond the possibilities of our setup. In surface sci-
ence it is a well-known fact that reproducible conditions
can only be achieved under ultra-high vacuum conditions
(below 10−9 mbar). In the experiment we used a contin-
uous flow cryostat that can be pumped down at room
temperature to a base pressure of 10−6 mbar. From a sur-
face science point of view, such conditions are “dirty” (it
is equal to a monolayer formation time of contaminating
gas species on top of a clean surface of only 1 s). It is
known that air-born hydrocarbons cover the surface of 2D
materials once they were exposed to air.1,2 Even under
vacuum conditions the binding energy of long-chained
hydrocarbons leads to desorption temperatures above
RT.1,3 But as our cryostat cannot be baked-out at high
temperatures, we do not have control over the residual gas
composition, which e.g. condenses on the sample surface
during a cool-down.

As the longest spin lifetimes exceed by far the adjustable
delay time (which is limited by the laser repetition interval
of 12.5 ns), the question arises how reliable the fitted
lifetimes are as soon as they are in the 100 ns range. In
Fig. S1 of this supplemental material we fitted one of the
room temperature measurements on sample M1 with spin
lifetimes on the order of 100 ns by a two-exponential decay
function and fixed the longer of the two spin components
either to 70 ns or 100 ns, respectively. For an assumed
spin lifetime of 70 ns the majority of data points lie either
below or above the dashed line for time delays lower or
higher than ∆t = 6 ns, respectively. Because of this
systematic behavior of the residuals, the actual lifetime
has to be longer than 70 ns. We repeated such fits with
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FIG. S1. Time resolved Kerr rotation curve of sample M1
which shows a decay time of around 100 ns at room tempera-
ture. Fits were done by fixing the longer of two decay times
of a two-exponential decay function to either 70 ns or 100 ns.

increasing but fixed values of the spin lifetime. At τs =
100 ns the signal-to-noise ratio of the curve masked any
possible systematic trend in the residuals. Hence, the
true spin lifetime has to be at least 100 ns.

II. CHALLENGES IN THE MEASUREMENT OF
THE RT SPIN SIGNAL

We note that the Kerr rotation amplitude of the RT
spin signal in sample M1 is only in the order of some
µrad, which is significantly lower than the spin signal at
lower temperatures, where the Kerr rotation reaches tens
of µrad. However, most likely due to the 2-dimensional
character of the TMD, even the amplitudes of the low-
temperature spin signal fall short to typical Kerr rotation
values measured e.g. in GaAs or ZnO where values of
several hundreds of µrad or even mrad can be measured.4,5

There are two challenges with these small amplitudes:
First, a good adjustment of all optical elements and long
integration times are needed to obtain a decent signal-to-
noise ratio. A single delay scan at RT (like it is shown in
Fig. 2(b) of the main manuscript) takes at least one hour.
Now it is important to note that changes in the spin signals
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predominantly occur at higher temperatures, whereas the
spin properties are very stable at low temperatures.6 As
mentioned above, this can be explained by adsorbates on
the TMD flake which condense at cryogenic temperatures,
but can freely adsorb and desorb at higher temperatures.
The unstable spin properties at higher temperature com-
bined with the required long acquisition times for a single
delay scan does not allow to measure e.g. consistent Kerr
resonance curves (i.e. probe scans).

The other challenge considering the small Kerr rotation
signal is a possible small background in the Kerr rotation
data. A spurious electronic signal responsible for such
a background can, e.g., be generated by the balanced
diode bridge we use for our optical Kerr measurements.7

Because of the finite common mode rejection of the used
differential amplifier in such an optical bridge, each bal-
anced diode bridge will output a small spurious differential
signal. Depending on the exact adjustment of the whole
laser system (see schematic setup in the supplemental
material of Ref. 6) and the used settings of lock-in and
voltage amplifiers, we normally observe a background sig-
nal up to several hundreds of nrad. We note that such a
small background signal can be easily overlooked if the
actual spin signal is e.g. several hundreds of µrad large.
However, in our case (in which the RT spin signal is only
several µrad large) such a constant background can have
a non-negligible influence on the determined spin lifetime.
This is especially the case if the spin lifetimes exceed the
measurable delay time.

If the signal was showing, e.g., spin precession or any
other kind of magnetic field dependence, such a back-
ground could in principle be determined at high enough
magnetic field strengths. However, our samples do not
show any magnetic field dependence. Therefore, we deter-
mined the background signal by reference measurements
in which we moved the sample approximately 100 µm
away from the laser spots and measured the resulting
signal on the Si/SiO2 wafer. The determined background
was subtracted from all subsequent measurements.

We note that the above mentioned spurious signals
from the electronics can be seen as constant over the
measurement time and therefore cannot explain the clear,
reproducible jump at zero delay and the exponential decay
in our Kerr data. Furthermore, we regularly checked if the
signal, which we identified as the spin signal, changes sign
by inverting the helicity of the pump laser. Additionally,
we note that the spin signal vanishes if the pump beam
is linearly polarized or if either the pump or probe beam
is individually blocked. Therefore, we exclude other laser-
induced effects as the origin of the long-lived signal.

III. FITTING OF THE KERR ROTATION
CURVE

The Kerr rotation signal ΘK(t) for all samples were fit-
ted over the whole temperature range by a bi-exponential
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FIG. S2. TRKR curves of sample M1 in the trion regime at
5 K for different magnetic fields applied in-plane to the MoSe2
flake. Red curves are fits according to a multi-exponential fit
function.

fit function of the form:

ΘK(t) =

2∑
i=1

Ai · exp

(
− t

τs,i

)
, (1)

where Ai are the amplitudes and τs,i are the spin lifetimes
for each component. As the absolute value of the Kerr
rotation is very sensitive to the alignment of the laser
system in general and the overlap of pump and probe
beam in special, great care was taken for the temperature
dependent measurements shown in Figs. 1(c), 3(a), and
3(b) of the main manuscript. For each temperature, we
spatially mapped both Kerr signal and reflectivity over
the whole flake to guarantee the probing of the same
spot on the sample. This is important as thermal ex-
pansion of the cryostat changes the relative position of
the sample in respect to the laser beams. Furthermore,
for each temperature we checked that pump and probe
beam were in good overlap to each other. Nevertheless,
unavoidable slight variations in the probed location of the
sample and minimal variations in the overlap cannot be
completely avoided and are the most likely explanation
for the scattering of the Kerr amplitude in Fig. 1(c) of
the main manuscript.

IV. MAGNETIC FIELD DEPENDENT
MEASUREMENTS

In Fig. S2 of this supplemental material we show TRKR
curves of sample M1 in the trion regime at 5 K for different
magnetic fields. The field was applied in-plane to the
MoSe2 flake and thus transverse to the spin direction of
the optically generated spin states. We note that the
cryostat slightly moves when applying a magnetic field.
This is important as PL and Kerr-measurements already
demonstrated that a TMD flake can have spatially varying
optical properties.8 This may explain the marginal change
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FIG. S3. (a) Photoluminescence spectra for sample H2 at T = 10 K. The red dashed line is the sum of two Voigt functions
fitted to the exciton and trion peak (green and orange dashed line, respectively). (b) and (c): Time-resolved Kerr rotation
curves of sample H2 at T = 10 K and T = 100 K, respectively. The red lines are fits to a bi-exponential function.

between the curves within the first few ns, i.e. in the
short-lived spin signal of the multi-exponential fit. On
the other hand, the long-lived spin signal, which is the
main focus in our main manuscript, shows no changes as
a function of applied magnetic field and, hence, the curves
are in good agreement to each other for time delays larger
than ∆t = 5 ns.

V. PL AND KERR DATA FOR SAMPLE H2

In Fig. S3 we show both the photoluminescence data at
10 K and the TRKR curves for both 10 K and 100 K for
sample H2. The measurement conditions are identical to
the one given in the main manuscript for the other samples.
Similar to samples H1a and M2a in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)
of the main manuscript, the spin lifetime exponentially
decays towards higher temperatures. For this sample, no
long-lived spin state with inverted sign can be measured
within the resolution of our setup.

VI. PEAK POSITIONS OF NEUTRAL
EXCITONS

As mentioned in the main manuscript, the sample with
the long-lived RT spin signal (sample M1) exhibits an exci-
ton peak position at quite high energies at 1.665 eV. This
energy is higher than the vast majority of values reported
in literature as can be seen in Tab. S1. It was shown
in several studies that either doping,9–11 strain,12–14 or
the change of the dielectric environment by encapsulation
with hBN15,16 can be associated with a red-shift of the
exciton peak. As no sample except for H1b is in contact
with hBN, and all samples are put on Si/SiO2 substrates,
we exclude the dielectric environment as a reason for the
large blue-shift: the high exciton energy of sample M1 is
therefore indicative of low overall doping and strain.

TABLE S1. Reported values in literature about the exci-
ton peak position in photoluminescence measurements at low
temperatures in case of MoSe2 on different substrates

reference sample/substrate exciton energy (eV)

10 hBN/MoSe2/hBN 1.630

16 hBN/MoSe2/hBN/SAM 1.640

9 hBN/MoSe2/hBN 1.642

17 MoSe2 Ti doped/SiO2 1.648

17 MoSe2/h-BN/SiO2 1.648

16 hBN/MoSe2/hBN 1.650

15 hBN/MoSe2/hBN 1.652

15 MoSe2/hBN 1.655

18 MoSe2/SiO2 1.655

19 MoSe2 1.655

16 MoSe2/SiO2 1.657

17 MoSe2 undoped/SiO2 1.658

17 MoSe2/Au/SiO2 1.658

20 MoSe2/SiO2 1.658

21 MoSe2/SiO2 1.658

17 MoSe2/SiO2 1.660

15 MoSe2/SiO2 1.660

17 MoSe2/SiO2 1.662

22 MoSe2/sapphire 1.665

23 MoSe2/SiO2 1.667

VII. GROUND STATE AND BAND
STRUCTURE

Electronic ground state properties were computed us-
ing Density Functional theory (DFT) with the fully-
relativistic pseudo-potentials generated by the ONCVPSP
code24 and stored in the Pseudo-Dojo repository25. A
lattice parameter of 3.28 Å was used. Both the in-plane
cell and the positions of the atoms were relaxed. The final
distance between the Mo and Se atoms was 2.51 Å and
the angle defined by the Se-Mo-Se atoms was 81.84◦. The
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ground state was computed with a 24 by 24 k-point grid
which was then used to compute the databases on a 30 by
30 mesh. A DFT band gap of 1.40 eV was obtained, with
the lifting of the degeneracy in the top valence bands at K
due to spin-orbit coupling being 0.19 eV. The energy split
for the bottom conduction bands at K, also due to spin-
orbit, was 0.02 eV. The resulting DFT band structure is
shown in red in Fig. S4.
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FIG. S4. DFT (red) and G0W0 (black) corrected bands for
the MoSe2 monolayer computed on a 30 by 30 k-point grid
and plotted along the optical path. The G0W0 calculation
changes the band gap at K from 1.40 eV to 2.34 eV.

To correct the band gap we performed a G0W0 calcula-
tion using the Yambo code26. A total of 240 bands and a
cutoff of 2000 mHa were used to compute the screening,
while 200 bands were needed for the Green’s function
and a cutoff of 6 Ha was used for the exchange compo-
nent of the self-energy. The result was a scissor operator
of 0.94 eV which was applied to the band structure, as
shown in black in Fig. S4. For the remaining of this work,
we will label the bands as v1, v2, c1, and c2, referring
to the first and second valence bands, and the first and
second conduction bands, respectively and in increasing
energy.

VIII. OPTICAL ABSORPTION

To compute the absorption spectrum we need to go
beyond G0W0 and include excitonic effects. This was also
done with the Yambo code via the Bethe-Salpeter equation
(BSE). The screening was computed within the COHSEX
approximation and required a cutoff of 2000 mHa and 120
bands, while the exchange part needed a cutoff of 10 Ha.
In the building of the kernel the top two valence and the
bottom two conduction bands were used. The resulting
absorption spectrum is shown in Fig. S5. There we can
observe the first two main peaks at 1.69 eV and at 1.90
eV, respectively. The energy difference between the two
peaks is 0.21 eV, which is consistent with the spin-orbit
splitting of the bands at K.
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FIG. S5. G0W0 corrected (black) and BSE (red) absorption
spectrum for the MoSe2 monolayer computed on a 30 by 30
k-point grid. The vertical black lines indicate the positions
of the first two excitons, A and B, at 1.69 eV and 1.90 eV
respectively, consistent with the computed spin-orbit splitting.
The binding energies for the A exciton is 0.66 eV and 0.44 eV
for the B exciton.

IX. REAL-TIME DYNAMICS

Our approach to real-time dynamics is based on the
Non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) formalism and
in solving an approximated form of the Baym-Kadanoff
equations (BKE)27–30 for the single-time density matrix
ρ(t). The BKE can be written as27–30

∂tρi(t) = ∂tρi(t)|coh + ∂tρi(t)|coll, (2)

where ∂tρi(t)|coh/coll refer to the coherent/collision terms
of the dynamics, respectively. Here ρ(t) is expressed on a
Kohn-Sham basis for electron-hole pairs, so i = {n, n′,k},
where n and n′ are spinorial band indices and k is the
crystal momentum. The coherent term in Eq. (2) contains
the interaction with the laser field and coherent correlation
effects. It can be written in a compact form as

∂tρi(t)|coh = ∆εiρi(t)+

+
[
∆ΣHxc(t), ρ(t)

]
i
+ [U(t), ρ(t)]i . (3)

Here, ∆εi = εnk− εn′k is the energy difference between
the quasi-particle energies of the system at equilibrium.
The second term on the right-hand-side, ∆ΣHxc, accounts
for the change in the Hartree potential and the exchange-
correlation self-energy at a given time t, while the last
term includes the interaction with the laser field. The
latter is given by U(t) = −ΩE(t) ·di, where Ω is the
volume of the unit cell, E(t) the time-dependent electric
field, and di the matrix element of the dipolar moment31.
While the external electric field drives the excitation of
the carriers, the change in the Hartree and exchange-
correlation self-energies accounts, in linear order, for the
electron-hole interaction by including excitonic effects.
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Relaxation of carrier populations is driven by the
∂tρi(t)|coll, where the important mechanisms for valley
scattering are included. It can be written as

∂tρi(t)|coll =
∑
I

[
−γ(e,I)i (t, T )ρi(t)+

+γ
(h,I)
i (t, T )ρ̄i(t)

]
(4)

where ρ̄i = δn,n′ − ρi. The sum runs over an index I,
which accounts for all three possible scattering mecha-
nisms: electron-phonon (I = e − p), electron-electron
(I = e− e), and electron-photon (I = e− γ). The gener-
alised non-equilibrium time-dependent lifetimes γi contain
the scattering information coming from the Feynman dia-
grams. A derivation of Eq. (2) and the specific form of
these non-equillibirum lifetimes can be found in Ref. 27.
Once the evolution in time of the density matrix is com-
puted, we can proceed to the calculation of optical prop-
erties. This is done by extracting the time-dependent
occupations of the electronic levels at a given time t, fnk,
which are the diagonal elements of the density matrix,
i.e., fnk(t) = ρnnk(t). The main reasoning behind this is
that measurements are performed at a point in time in
which the initial dephasing effects induced by the laser
pump have vanished already27–30. As such, we can easily
compute whichever quantity necessary if it can be ex-
pressed as a function of the time-dependent occupations
and energy levels27–30.

X. THE ELECTRON-PHONON SCATTERING
MECHANISM

We performed ab initio time-dependent simulations on
a MoSe2 monolayer using a right-hand circularly polarised
laser tuned to the energy of the A exciton (1.69 eV) for
temperatures of 5 K, 20 K, 40 K, 60 K, 100 K, and 300
K. The laser FWHM and intensity are set to the ones
used in the experimental setup. In Fig. S6 we show the
evolution in time of the Oz component of the system’s
magnetisation (Mz) in time, for each temperature.

There is a visible change in the time evolution of the
magnetisation when temperature goes from 40 to 60 K,
with Mz no longer reversing signal in the latter. This
magnetisation results from an imbalance between the
electron and hole populations in the K and K’ valleys.
In Fig. S7 there are snapshots of the these populations
in the band structure at 3 ps, 3.5 ps, 4 ps, and 4.5 ps
for 40 K and 60 K, together with the change in time of
the populations of the bands at each valley. There we
see that the creation of pairs in the K valley (due to the
laser pump) happens at a time scale close to that of the
scattering of carriers towards the K’ valley. This similarity
in the time scales makes it difficult to understand how
each process, excitation and scattering, contributes to
overall change in behaviour of the magnetisation, so the
two of them need to be picked apart.
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FIG. S6. Evolution in time of the magnetisation along Oz of
the MoSe2 monolayer due to the laser pump, for 5 K (black),
20 K (red), 40 K (green), 60 K (orange), 100 K (purple), and
300 K (blue). Profile of laser intensity shown with grey dashed
line.

To do so we performed the two types of tests: one
in which only the laser field was active and there was
no electron-phonon scattering; and another where an
electron-hole pair is created artificially and then allowed
to interact with the phonon bath.

The effects of the laser pump acting alone on the
MoSe2 are represented in Fig. S8. As expected, the laser
creates carriers only in the K valley, although not only
bands v2 and c1 are populated, but also bands v1 and
c2. Such effect has already been reported in literature32.
Changes in the screening due to promotion of electrons
to conduction states induce a renormalisation of the exci-
tonic energies, such that the laser pulse is now capable of
promoting electrons up from v1. Then spin and angular
momentum selection rules ensure that these electrons are
moved to the c2 band.

Taking into account these results we devised the second
set of tests to study the effects of the electron-phonon
dynamics. Here electrons are promoted “by-hand” from
the valence to the conduction states at K exactly in
three separate cases (which had to be consistent with the
selection rules): from v2 to c1; from v1 to c2; and from v2
to c1 together with the promotion of an electron from v1
to c2. This way we could study how the phonons would
affect the carriers created by the laser in a controlled and
isolated fashion.

In Figs. S9 to S11 we show the evolution in time of
the valley band electron and hole populations for the
three test cases with the artificially created excited states.
These are evaluated by adding the occupations of each
state of a given band that lie in a vicinity of either K or
K’. The corresponding evolution in the magnetisation is
represented in Fig. S12.

In all three cases it is possible to conclude the following:
while both the scattering of electrons and holes is affected
by temperature, it is the electrons that suffer the greatest
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FIG. S7. Time snapshots of electron (red) and hole (blue)
occupations at 40 K [(a)] and 60 K [(b)] under the effects of
the external laser field.

changes in scattering rates. At 40 K the dominant scat-
tering mechanism for electrons in the conduction states
is phonon induced spin flip, due to q = 0 phonons. In
Fig. S9 (a) this visible in the changes of the population of
the c1 band at K. Its variation in time is less pronounced
than that of the holes in band v2 at K. This is understand-
able, since in order to move to c2, electrons would need to
absorb a phonon, but these are scarcely populated at low
temperatures. In Fig. S10 (a), as we promote electrons
to c2 at K’, they can scatter more easily to c1, since this
would involve emitting a phonon instead of absorbing one.
As the temperature increases, electron scattering to other
regions of the Brillouin zone becomes possible. Electrons
will then disperse throughout the conduction bands faster
than the holes, even staying almost completely outside
the K and K’ valleys. Hence, the very low populations at
3 ps in Figs. S9 (c) and S10 (c).

The immediate consequence of this change in the scat-
tering rates of electrons relatively to the holes is visible in
Fig. S12 a). At 20 K and 40 K the holes move faster than
the electrons towards K, so the remaining contribution
to the magnetisation will come from electrons which re-
main stuck in c1 at K. Their magnetic and spin quantum
numbers (m = −1 and mz = −1) results in a overall neg-
ative signal for the magnetisation. As the temperature
increases it is the holes which contribute to the overall
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FIG. S8. Evolution in time of the valley band populations at
the K valley due to the laser field only. Here hole populations
are represented as negative so that there is no overlap between
lines representing electron and hole populations.

magnetisation with their spin and angular momentum
(m = 0 and mz = −1), thus leading to an overall positive
signal.

Regarding the hole scattering in Fig. S10, it is visible
that the holes created in v1 at K scatter almost equally to
v2 at both K’ and K and that this scattering mechanism is
not altered significantly due to changes in temperature33.
The overall changes in the magnetisation are visible in
Fig. S12 b). At low temperatures electron relaxation is
dominated by phonon induced spin flip, with electrons
remaining trapped in K. This induces a change from states
that are dominantly spin-up to states that are dominantly
spin-down, inverting the signal of the magnetisation. At
higher temperatures electrons are no longer trapped in
K, so the holes are again the only contributors to the
magnetisation, which reaches zero as the populations in
both valleys equalise.

The convolution of these two effects, phonon-induced
spin-flip and intra-valley scattering, is represented in
Fig. S11 and in Fig. S12 (c). As stated before, here
two electron-hole pairs are created, one in bands v2 and
c1, and another in bands v1 and c2, both at K. At 40
K [Fig. S11 (a)] the intra-valley scattering is the domi-
nant process for electron relaxation, even increasing the
population of band c1 at K. The same effect is visible in
the hole populations, where the holes created in v1 at K
scatter into band v2 at both K and K’, thus delaying the
point at which both valleys would achieve equal popula-
tions of holes. By increasing the temperature, inter-valley
scattering becomes more prominent for the holes and they
are allowed to balance the populations in both valleys.

The analysis of the effects from the laser pump and the
phonon induced scattering allows us to understand and
summarise the results coming from the full simulation.
The laser field will create electron-hole pairs, mainly by
promoting electrons from band v2 to band c1. However,
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FIG. S9. Time-evolution of valley electron and hole popu-
lations for the artificial excited state in which electrons are
moved from v2 to c1 at K, at 40K, 60K, and 100K. Full lines
represent the populations in the K valley, while dashed lines
show the populations of the corresponding band in the K’
valley.

due to changes in the screening, the exciton binding en-
ergies undergo some renormalisation, thus transferring
some electrons from v1 to c2. Carriers will then begin
relaxing almost immediately after excitation, due to their
interaction with phonons. At low temperatures holes re-
lax faster than electrons, which remain trapped in band
c1 at the K valley, either because their were placed there
by the laser, or because their underwent spin-flip after
being promoted to band c234. This then results in elec-
trons being the main contributors to the magnetisation
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FIG. S10. Time-evolution of valley electron and hole popu-
lations for the artificial excited state in which electrons are
moved from v1 to c2 at K, at 40K, 60K, and 100K. Full lines
represent the populations in the K valley, while dashed lines
show the populations of the corresponding band in the K’
valley.

at lower temperatures. By increasing the temperature,
electrons can scatter faster than holes, spreading through
the whole Brillouin zone. The magnetisation’s signal in-
verts, and the sample will remain magnetised for as long
there is an imbalance between the hole populations in
the two valleys. Our results compare well with the ones
of Ref. 32, where the authors have studied the effects of
temperature in the time-dependent Kerr signal for WSe2.
In that article, however, there was no study of changes
with temperature of the relative speed of scattering of
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FIG. S11. Time-evolution of valley electron and hole popu-
lations for the artificial excited state in which electrons are
moved from v2 to c1, and from v1 to c2 at K, at 40K, 60K,
and 100K. Full lines represent the populations in the K valley,
while dashed lines show the populations of the corresponding
band in the K’ valley.

electrons and holes due to phonons, or as to how this
would reflect in the changes in the magnetisation’s signal.
With respect to our system, the one used in Ref. 32 has
a different spin composition of the bands at K’ (and K).
In the MoSe2 case, at K bands are ordered as (down,
up, up, down), while in WSe2 the ordering is (down, up,
down, up). If we were to label the bands in the same way,
with respect to their energies, a circularly polarised laser
creates electron-hole pairs in K by promoting electrons
from v2 to c2. Taking from our observations, this would
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FIG. S12. (Time evolution of the magnetisation for the three
test cases where only the electron-phonon interaction was
active. (a) electrons moved from v2 to c1; (b) electrons moved
from v1 to c2; (c) both transitions.

mean that at low temperatures the dominant relaxation
process for electrons would be phonon-induced spin flip,
trapping them in band c1 at K’. We have shown that
the electron-phonon (and also hole-phonon) interaction
can account for the sign changes in the Kerr-signal with
temperature and have explained which mechanisms (inter
and intra-valley scattering) drive those changes. We are
in the same regime as Ref. 32, i.e. low intensity of the
laser pump, which means that we can safely ignore the
electron-hole exchange mechanism, as this is only domi-
nant at high exciton densities and is mostly temperature
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independent (the temperature will contribute only via the thermal distribution of excitons).
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